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Chris Daniels and the Kings, Foote Lagoon, Loveland, June 29, 2006. 

 

By Tim Van Schmidt 

 

How great it was to arrive at the Foote Lagoon amphitheatre in Loveland to find front row seats 

available for the Chris Daniels and the Kings show last night- even with the surrounding park 

area filled with music fans already. But it wouldn’t have taken front row seats to catch the 

infectious positive energy that Daniels and the Kings pumped out. 

 

Daniels is a longtime Colorado music mainstay and road warrior. He obviously lives and 

breathes for his music and takes his upbeat blend of swing, jump, rock and blues music all over 

the nation and abroad. In Loveland, Daniels not only led his seven piece band (including two 

blasting horn players) with rousing authority, but he also aggressively shared his knowledge of 

music history with the crowd. I say aggressively because although he basically told a little story 

for each tune, he didn’t waste much time getting to the point. Keeping the chatter pointed was in 

keeping with how Daniels and band approached the music- no nonsense, just good, direct, high 

energy entertainment, whether presenting early 20th Century classics, disco or Talking Heads 

tunes or Daniels originals. The band was celebrating the release of their tenth album- “Ten,” and 

at the break, Daniels was busy greeting fans at the merch table- the consummate professional. 

Dynamic is a great general word to describe this band. 

 

Despite the suspicious green color of the water and the floating globs of who knows what, the 

Foote Lagoon itself is a unique and even beautiful concert venue nonetheless. The circular stage 

was built out in the center of the lagoon area and a substantial amphitheatre was built in a half 

circle around it on the land side. Grass areas wind around the area on both sides and, on 

Thursday night, filled with the usual summer festival assortment of lawn chairs, blankets, dining 

and dancing patrons of the series, a Loveland tradition. Daniels was just the kind of crowd 

pleaser to make this crowd get up and dance. Coming to the Foote Lagoon: The Elders on July 6, 

Celeste Krenz on July 13, Sunny Side South on July 20 and Cool Shooz on July 27. 


